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Abstract: A neglected agate gemstone from Anapa, which dates to the Roman imperial period, is of great interest, as it differs from most magical gems in its spherical shape, its large size and its contents: it begins with a reference to traditional Greek expulsion rituals and ends with a list of the parts of the human head similar to that found in a Hippocratic medical handbook. I argue that the gem is not an amulet, as previous editors have assumed, but rather a miniature handbook with instructions for making amulets.

Résumé: Une gemme en agate peu étudiée provenant d’Anapa, datée de la période impériale, présente un grand intérêt, dans la mesure où elle diffère de la plupart des gemmes magiques par sa forme sphérique, sa grande taille et son contenu : elle commence par une référence aux rituels traditionnels grecs d’expulsion et se termine par une liste des parties de la tête humaine semblable à celle que l’on trouve dans un manuel médical hippocratique. La gemme ne serait pas une amulette, comme les éditeurs précédents l’ont supposé, mais plutôt un manuel miniature contenant des instructions pour la fabrication d’amulettes.

Nearly thirty years ago Oleg Neverov republished an agate gemstone from the Historical Museum of Anapa, a Russian city that lies on the north coast of the Black Sea, about fifty miles east of the entrance to the Sea of Azov. The gem dates to the Roman imperial period and was presumably found among the nearby

---

*I presented different versions of this paper at the Ancient History Seminar of the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton in November 2008 and at the Workshop for Ancient Societies at the University of Chicago in January 2009 and I am grateful to the audiences and colleagues in both places for their comments and questions. All of the flaws that remain are, of course, my own. I began this essay at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton on a fellowship supported by a grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation as well as the Hetty Goldman Membership Fund and I completed it as a Fellow at the Getty Research Institute in Malibu, California. I am extremely grateful to these institutions for my support and to the dedicated staff, librarians and curators who made my work especially fruitful and pleasant. – I would like to thank Dr. Melnikova Irina Nikolaevna, the Director of the Anapa Historical Museum, for the new photographs of the gem and for permission to use them, and to Prof. Vladimir F. Stolba for his crucial help in contacting the museum and arranging for the photographs to be taken and sent.

† Inv. 835. The photographs in Figures 1 and 2 are from Blavatskaja (1958), p. 231. For brief discussion see Neverov (1978), vol. 2., p. 833-48, no. 50, plate chxvi, who dates the text to 2nd-3rd century CE.
ruins of ancient Gorgippia, a Greek city that flourished for more than half a millennium between the third century BCE and the third century CE. The gem is of great interest, as it differs from most magical gems in its spherical shape (see Fig. 1-2), its large size (3.5 cm in diameter) and its contents: it begins with a reference to traditional Greek expulsion rituals and ends with a list of the parts of the human head similar to that found in a Hippocratic medical handbook.

Fig. 1  Fig. 2

Because the text on the gem includes a prayer for healing and health, there is a good possibility that the gem was designed as an amulet, but I shall argue below that it was most probably used by a professional magician as a miniature handbook and a model for making a variety of amulets for healing the diseases of the head.

The Text

Despite the unusual spherical shape of the stone, which is inscribed at every point on its surface, the inscriptions can be divided sensibly into two coherent groups, each twelve lines long.\(^2\)

\(^2\) Gorgippia was founded in the 6th century BCE as a Greek emporium, grew to a prosperous city by the 3rd century BCE, and was eventually destroyed by the Goths in 3rd century CE.

\(^3\) I give the text of Blavatskaja and Neverov, who disagree only at the points noted in the apparatus criticus. Blavatskaja’s πολύσοι (line 22) can be verified by the photograph. The form πολύσοι (and not πολύσοδος) is listed in some lexica as a “poetic” form. For lines 16-24, I have inserted a vertical space to indicate the division between two columns of text. On the stone, however, these columns are differentiated not by space, but by a change in the direction of the writing, as one can see in figure 2.
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OUSVERE:

πρὸς φαρμάκων ἀποστομᾶς
φραγμερευνέλατομε
Δραματεύεται
αματευτᾶς

5
ματευτᾶς
κατευτᾶς
αματᾶς
μεταλ
ενετᾶς

10
νεῖς
εὺς
ὺς

REVERSE:

νύχει δέομαι σου πο<>()η[]σο[ν]
τῆς μάθης διήν διείγην

15
παίδ τῆς κομφρᾶς ἔνεφαλ[ο] [5 magical symbols]
δύτοιν
μήματοσ
[4 magical symbols]\5
στεφλήν[η]
τραχόλι

20
μετώποι
λαυρωμαία
μυκτήροις
κηρᾶ
πολύτοιο
σαγη
οδοντῶν
[5 magical symbols]8
πολύτοιοσ

2 φράγματαν Blavatskaja 3 τοῦ κομπρᾶσον καταλαλη[το] Blavatskaja et Neverov 14 ύπηθ Blavatskaja 21 λαχμαλάνι Blavatskaja 22 πολύτοιο Nemerov

4 BLAVATSKAJA (1958) prints ύπηθ followed (after a space) by a symbol that looks like an enlarged gamma with a line coming up from the top.

5 If we assume that in this line the engraver mistakenly carved a Roman A instead of an alpha (see also note 8 below), then the four symbols here might be interpreted as another magical name ψαηφ, albeit inscribed in a format larger than that of the surrounding text.

6 This group of Greek letters bunched at the end of line 18 probably constitute a magical nonsense name, but some have suggested to me per letteras that there may be a real Greek rubric buried here, e.g. περ(λξης) ρή ζώα ("for the sake of no flux") Dean Jones or περ(λξης) μήρων<ο>νμά ("for a fracture") Kotansky. All of these suggestions would, however, break the consistent pattern of body part in the genitive followed by magical names or symbols.

7 According to BLAVATSKAJA (1958) the last three letters of this line (αια) are placed between lines 20 and 21, beyond the end of both lines.

8 This symbol is an oversized Roman Α.
Obverse:

For the sendings-away of φραμείκα:
phramphereinlelame
 DAMNAMENEUS
 amnamencenus
 5
 nameneus
 amneus
 meneus
 eneus
 10
 neus
eus
us

Reverse:

Lord, I beg of you, grant
the knowledge, healing, health,⁹
15
concerning the head. For the brain [5 magical symbols]
For the ears [6 magical symbols]
For the eardrum [4 magical symbols]
For the uvula [3 magical symbols] Prmeurma
For the throat Lachmalél
20
For the forehead Laroiisma
For the nostril Kérea
For the polyp Saéêi
For the teeth [magical symbol]
For the mouth

The rubric and the solar name

The first line of the Obverse, which I translate somewhat awkwardly above as “For the sendings-away of φραμείκα,” seems to be a rubric copied from a magical handbook, a feature that is common enough on gemstones,

---

⁹ Roy Kotansky suggests to me privately that given the syntax here (σο'ησον rather than δέος), we should rather expect an expression such as we find on D&D 80: φόλαζαν ἄρη θύμαραν Προκλου (“Keep the stomach of Proclus healthy!”) and that the very odd τμή μάθην δοιπει may hide an accusative feminine personal name with the article (τμή Μαθηνακῆ). In this case, μαθηνακῆ would presumably be a form of the adjective (Blavatskaja, in fact, prints μαθηνακῆ followed by a magical symbol). In that case the first three lines of the Reverse would read: “Lord, I beg you, make Mathēnakê (?) healthy with regard to her head!” Jaime Curbera informs me privately that the suffix -ακος / -ακη is common in personal names and suggests that Mathēnakê may be related to the name Mathanos documented in Olbia; see ZGUSTA (1955), p. 195, § 306. Kotansky’s suggestion does not, however, explain the use of the article with the name. In what follows I take up an alternate idea that the stone is a miniature handbook for which the combined plea for “knowledge” (for the healer) and “healing and health” (for the patient) makes complete sense.
amulets and other kinds of applied magic.\textsuperscript{10} There is, however, no exact parallel in extant magical texts for such a rubric. The word φαρακον is ambiguous. In magical texts of this period it can refer to both a “poison” and a “(hostile) incantation.” And we do, in fact, have evidence that the Greeks used amulets to protect themselves against both.\textsuperscript{11} The closest parallel comes from a fourth-century CE magical handbook: “For the loosening of spells (πρς λσσιν φαρακων),” an idea that we also find at the start of a short incantation to be inscribed on a three-cornered ostracon: “Asstrellos Chraelos, loosen every spell (παν φαρακων) against me, so-and-so, …”\textsuperscript{12} The verb “to loosen” (λσσων) in this text and the cognate noun “loosening” (λσσμα) in the previous one both seem to imagine the undoing of some kind of binding spell or curse. The real oddity, then, is the use of ἀποσταμη, a noun derived from the verb ἀποσταμ, “to send away,” which usually refers to purification rituals during which polluted materials (often called φαρακα) are carried away, or to scapegoat rituals, during which polluted animals or people (often called φαρακαι) are driven out of a town or household.\textsuperscript{13}

We find, in fact, references in some magical texts to the defensive use of such rituals against the curses or malicious magic of others. The most explicit is a stipulation in a long curse from Apamea in Syria, which attempts to bind a charioteer named Hyperchius: “… if anyone made rites of expulsion or rites of aversion on his behalf (ἀποσπαματα τδε ἀποστταματα ἀποκισσεν υπαρ κατοω), loosen, loosen completely all aid (λσατε, ἀπολωσατε πασαν βοηθειαν) made on behalf of Hyperchius, son of Remmachus, of the Blue team.”\textsuperscript{14} Since this stipulation is designed to undo any possible help (βοηθεια) that the intended victim Hyperchius may have used to protect himself against curses, it seems best to understand ἀποσπαματα τδε ἀποστταματα as repeated rituals of escort and aversion (note the plural here, as in the Anapa gem) aimed at shielding him from precisely the kind of malevolent magic that is illustrated by this lead tablet itself.

\textsuperscript{10} JORDAN (2002), p. 6, for example, discusses another Russian gem, which also begins with instructions copied mistakenly from a handbook (“This is the logos”) and he cites another example in the Louvre: BONNER, YOUTIE (1953).
\textsuperscript{11} See, e.g., GM 36.15-16 and 52.12, with Kotansky’s comments ad loc, for amulets against poison; those against curses and hostile incantations are treated below. There is a small possibility that the word φαρακων is (with a change of accent) φαρακων, the genitive plural of the word φαρακος “scapegoat,” and that the phrase refers to “the sending away of scapegoats” – which is, of course, precisely what one does with scapegoats (see note 13). The word is rare, however, in the Roman period and does not appear at all in magical texts, so it seems imprudent to interject it here, although (as we shall see below) scapegoat rituals are close kin to the ritual imagined by the creator of the Anapa gem.
\textsuperscript{12} PGM XXXVI, p. 256-264.
\textsuperscript{13} For recent bibliography on the latter, see FARAOKE (2004a). For the former, see PARKER (1983), p. 257-80.
\textsuperscript{14} DT 15. The curse is fragmentary, but since the stipulation is repeated twice in lines 3-7, the text is secure.
which is a curse that aims at preventing Hyperechius from winning a chariot race.\textsuperscript{15} The fact that the author of this curse uses the plural nouns ἀποσομπατί and ἀποσρόσατι in tandem further strengthens the case, since the latter ("rites of aversion") are always protective or defensive in nature.\textsuperscript{16} We find a similar pairing in the late Greek lexicographer Pollux, who tells us that the δαίμονες who loosen curses (ὁ λύστες τὰς ἄρες) are called Ἀλεξίανος, ἀποσομπατίοι and ἀποσρόσαιοι.\textsuperscript{17} Thus, it would seem that the rubric πρὸς ψαρμάκων ἀποσομπάτι at the start of the Russian gemstone is best paraphrased as "For the sake of sending away (dangerous or hostile) spells."

The long word in the second line on the gemstone (.waitKeyeπευνυλάξμε) is probably not Greek, although at first glance the last two-thirds of it seem vaguely intelligible as a Greek phrase, e.g. ψάρειν λέλα<μ>α.\textsuperscript{18} The first four letters of the line, ψάρι or ψαρι, are surely not Greek, but are close in form to the common way for Greeks to represent the name of the Egyptian sun-god, alone as Re (Φρε or Φρη), as well as in compound names like Re-Thoth (Φρηθοθ) or Re the Great (Φρεω). And if we take ψάρειαν together as a compound name, it resembles, at least in the sequence of its consonants, ψαρνερη, a νομ μαγία inscribed on an Argive magical relief, which also seems to be a compound derived from Φρε.\textsuperscript{19} The remainder of line 2 (δάξμε) is probably a magical word and may well be a variant of the word λάξμε, popular on Greek amulets and thought to be a transliteration of a Hebrew word that

\textsuperscript{15} The use of the imperatives λύστε and ἀπολύστε strengthens this impression, since (as we saw earlier) λύω is often used in the sense of "loosening" magical spells or "releasing" someone from them. See also a silver amulet from Syria (GMA 46.8-12), which urges λύστε τὴν Ιουλιανήν ἀπὸ πόσης ψαρμάτες ("Release Juliana from all witchcraft!").

\textsuperscript{16} See FARAO One (2004b) for numerous examples of the verb ἀποσρέπειν on amulets.

\textsuperscript{17} Pollux, Onomasticon V, 131. A magical recipe in a late-antique papyrus handbook uses the verb ἀποσρέπειν in a similar way, boasting how an iron tablet inscribed with three Homeric verses (PGM IV 2170): "sends away both demons and wild beasts (εἰς δαίμονες καὶ θήρας ἀποστέλλεσθε)." Here one might be tempted to say that the verb is being used in a more general way – like ἀποσρέπειν sometimes is – to mean "to ward off" or "to protect from," but we have ample enough evidence that the Greeks performed escort rituals of this sort, for example, to deal with ghosts and haunted houses. See FARAO One (1992), p. 82-83.

\textsuperscript{18} Ann Hanson suggests privately that these words could be rendered "I have been committed to carry/bear" or "I have committed myself to carry/bear." If ψαρι or ψαρι is (see my discussion further on) in fact the accusative form of the name of the sun-god Phre or Re, then the god may be the direct object: "I have been committed to carry/bear Re." My colleague Robert Ritner informs me by e-mail that if the Anapa gem were in scarab form or had a scarab on it, then the statement that I (= scarab) carry Re would make excellent sense, since the scarab is a solar vehicle. The same would be possible if there were an image of a boat (solar bark) or a cow (sky).

\textsuperscript{19} For all of these vox magicae, see BRASHÉL (1995), p. 3601. The word ψαρι is admittedly less common, but it does, in fact, appear at the end of a long list of magical names in a prayer to the sun (PGM IV 284), and we find ψαρι ψαρι on a gold lamellae from Heliopolis in Lebanon (GMA 50.3).
means “forever.” It would seem, therefore, that all of line 2 is a *vox magica* that
in some way or other invokes or acclaims an immortal solar being.

**The Damnameneus triangle**

The rest of the obverse of this gem is filled with a curious triangular formation
taken by the name Damnameneus. The triangle is produced by writing out
the name in full in the first line and then writing it again on the line beneath, but
leaving off the initial letter. The process is repeated line-by-line until all of the
letters are gone. There is one other example of the name Damnameneus in a
wing-formation on a headache amulet. It appears in truncated form in a magical
recipe for an amulet (in an early medieval Aramaic handbook from the Cairo
Genizah) that, like the Russian gem, heals the head:

![Triangular Formation](image)

Here, although the first iteration of the disappearing name has been lost, I
agree with the editors that the word should have been Damnameneus, and
indeed we do find other examples in the Greek corpus of disappearing names
missing their first iteration.

In Roman times such triangular formations seem to serve two diametrically
opposed purposes. If they are decipherable names and appear alone on
curative amulets, they are usually thought to work according to the process of

---

20 See *GM-A* 57.3, with Kotansky’s comments. Although I can find no precise parallel for
*λαλαμέ* found in other magical texts suggests a fairly fluid
tradition into which *λαλαμέ* on the Anapa gemstone fits comfortably, e.g.: *λαλαμέ* (*PGM II 117*);
*λαλαμέ* (*PGM III 414*); *λαλαμέ* (*GM-A 14-15*); *λαλαμέ* (*GM-A 44 and 289*); and *λαλαμέ* (*Michel 286*).

21 NAVEH, SHAKED (1993), p. 192 (text), 199 (English translation quoted here) with Plate 18
(= no. 18. 9. 6-13a).

22 FARAOE (forthcoming 1) Chapter 1, note 15 and note 46 below. It is clear, moreover,
that the layout and content of this amulet is drawn from the same Greek tradition as, for
instance, a papyrus amulet from Egypt (*JM* 21, 4th-5th CE), which has a similar triangle and three
*charaktēres* (albeit different from the ones in the Aramaic papyrus) and contains a similar prayer:

“Holy *charaktēres* heal Tiron!” (Ἠριον χαρακτήρες θεραπεύει τὴν ὑπονομήν).  

23 FARAOE (forthcoming 1).
deletio morbi: as the name of the disease or demon disappears, the disease vanishes as well. Similar triangular shapes on curses and erotic magical spells, on the other hand, seem to work according to a radically different principle: they are usually incomprehensible or non-Greek names and they seem to work as especially powerful instantiations of names which invoke or represent the owners of the names rather than inhibit or drive them away. On the Anapa gem and in the Aramaic amulet-recipe the focus is clearly curative. Damnameneus, moreover, is (as we shall see) a comprehensible Greek name with a very old mythological pedigree, so one would expect that on the Anapa and Aramaic amulets he is a hostile figure who causes diseases of the head and that his name and power are thus erased simultaneously.

But who is Damnameneus and why is he associated on both the Aramaic and Anapa amulets with diseases of the head? The fifth-century BCE writer Phercydes identifies Damnameneus as one of the Idaean Dactyls (literally “Fingers”), a group which he divides into two “hands,” those on the left, who were male and cast magic spells (γοητες), and those on the right, who were female and loosened magical spells (δαναλοντες). This scheme, of course, places the male Damnameneus among the sinister casters of spells, presumably those of a hostile nature. The female group who loosen spells may, on the other hand, perform a protective function like Photius’ δαίμονες, who “loosen curses” and are called, among other names, ἄποσομπαῖοι, “those who send away (i.e. curses.).” Similarly dangerous and chthonian connections reappear in our scanty evidence for Damnameneus in archaic epic poetry: in a fragment from the 7th or 6th century BCE, Phoronis (a poem of unknown authorship) we hear that “great Damnameneus” was a wizard (γοητης), a co-discoverer of iron and a servant of Adrasteia, a goddess whose name means “Inescapable” and who was herself assimilated in the classical period to Nemesis and then in the Roman-period to Ananke and Fate. Thus it would seem that a ritual ἄποσομπαῖ could well be an antidote for Damnameneus and the other male Dactyls of the left hand as early as the classical period.

The word Damnameneus was also included as one of the six Ephesia grammata, powerful magical words that were used throughout the Roman Empire in oral incantations and on inscribed amulets to protect people and places: ἄποσομπαιν κατάσπαιν λεί τατραξ δαμανμαινενς άναισα. Recently we have learned that some

---

25 FGH 3 F 47 (JACOBY). The term γοητες is a general word for magician or sorcerer, but here, since the γοητες are diametrically opposed to the δαναλοντες, we must imagine that they cast hostile spells. For recent discussions, see JOHNSTON (1999), p. 105 and BLAKELY (2007), p. 47-50. Clement, Stromata, 5, 15, 132 says that the Daktyloi invented incantations (ἐξοπλαί).
26 BERNABÉ (2003), frag. 2.3.
27 For the most recent treatment with a full citation of all Greek texts, see BERNABÉ (2003).
of the Ephesia grammata are corruptions of what were originally comprehensible Greek words on lead amulets from late-classical Crete, Sicily and Magna Graecia. The first two words ἀκροθον κατάστασον, for example, now appear to be a corruption of ἡπτα κατά σκεφέων, the first three words of a grim hexametrical narrative about Demeter and her daughter:

When(?) under the shadowy mountains in the dark-gleaming land a child leads of necessity from the garden of Persephone at milking time the holy four-footed servant of Demeter, the goat with her ceaseless flow of rich milk ….

Two of these amulets preserve an additional hexameter of great interest: ἰδιομενον ἀκροθον δι' ἐκατός ἀξίστηνς ἀνάγεται[ες] (“… O Damnameneus [= Subduer], brutally subdue the unwilling ones with constraints!”). Here, too, the name Damnameneus (one of the Ephesia grammata) appears at the start of a verse, suggesting perhaps that the famous grammata may have originally served as incipits designed to help sorcerers recall the first verse of each section. If, as seems probable, this verse belongs to the same narrative as the one about Demeter and Persephone in a dark land, it seems likely that here, too, Damnameneus is a character connected with curses or other forms of chthonic constraint. Indeed, the figura etymologica (“O Subduer … subdue!”) recalls a similar appeal to another traditionally compulsive force of the underworld, who sometimes appears on curse tablets: “O Hermes Restrainer, restrain the wits, the tongue of Kallias” (Ἑρμῆς κάτοχε, κάτοχε φθένας, γλῶτταν τοῦ Καλλίου). Such a role fits well, of course, with Damnameneus’ membership as one of the sinister Dactyls: a γώγος who casts harmful spells.

The ancients plausibly derived his name from the Greek verb “to subdue” (ἀκροθεῖν), and Clement of Alexandria claimed, on the testimony of an obscure Pythagorean named Androkydes, that the name means “the conquering sun” (ὁ ἥλιος ὁ ἀκροθιατρός). Some of the appearances of Damnameneus in the magical papyri clearly support Clement’s solar explanation, but Bonner was

---

29 Line 7 of the fourth-century BCE tablet from Phalasarna, Crete, and line 8 of the fourth-century BCE tablet from Epizepherian Locri; for text and discussion, see BERNABÉ (2003), p. 13-14.  
30 See JUDGE (1987) for the similar use of incipits of psalms and gospels in magical texts as a prompt to recite the whole.  
31 A third-century BCE Athenian binding spell (DT 8 88).  
33 His name shows up, for example, as the name of the sun in the fourth hour, when it takes the form of a bull (PGM III 510), and in a recipe for a magical ring we are told to hold the ring
correct to stress as well Damnameneus’ underworld connections in Roman-era curses and hostile erotic-compulsion spells, for example, at the end of a long erotic spell addressed to Hekate-Ereschigal, where we find an invocation of Ζευς δῆ Παμμενευξ, or in an elaborate curse against charioteers, where Damnameneus appears in a string of names that begins with Helios-Mithras and ends with Zeus Chthonius (Hades): μέγιστα Μίθρας ναμαζεῖχε ναμαζεῖχε Δαμναμενευξ Ζευς Χθόνιος. Damnameneus has the same ambiguous status on magical gemstones.

All this suggests, then, that Damnameneus began his long career in Greek magical spells as an underworld punisher, who “subdues” the unwilling dead and presumably – given his role in curses – the living as well. Not surprisingly, he often appears together with Adrasteia, Ananke and the Fates. At some point in the Roman period, however, he probably takes on new solar powers and his name is understood to mean “the subduing sun.” The evolution of Damnameneus from underworld subduer to solar deity could occur only in the Roman period, after Helios has been equated with or assimilated to the sun gods of Mesopotamia (Shamash) and Egypt (Re), who made nightly trips through the underworld and thus were themselves important underworld powers, who could for example be called upon to send up a corpse for necromantic sessions. A related feminine form of the name, Παμμενέη, designates Hekate Selene, who seems to have a similarly diverse range of chthonic and cosmic associations in magical texts.

up to the rising sun and recite a long invocation that again addresses the sun by all of its names (PGM XII 270-350).

34 PGM IV 2775-2790 35 PGM III 80 and 101.

36 His name appears, for example, in the nominative on the reverse of a gem of yellow jasper that has solar motifs on the obverse (BM 251), but also in the vocative on a dark-green jasper that depicts the Osiris-mummy with other chthonic symbols (BM 9). It is used most consistently, however, on gemstones connected with hostile erotic magic, appearing, for instance, twice in combination with the magical name νικαροπληξ (D&D 325 and 327) on the back of gemstones of Eros, one of which depicts him burning Psyche in the form of a butterfly. Gems of this type often include in their design a statue of Nemesis, her famous wheel, or the adverb δικαίως (“justly”) all of which seem to suggest the inexorable and punitive nature of the spell. This, too, is a type of gemstone used by men to launch erotic attacks on women. See LIMC, s.v. “Adrasteia” and “Nemesis.”

37 FARAOKE (2004c).

38 Hekate-Selene in her role as Damnamenê is a lunar goddess with powers to control the cosmos, but she is also a powerful underworld deity to whom binding curses and compulsive erotic spells are addressed. The parallels with Damnameneus are striking see, for example, her role in an erotic curse tablet (SM 49), which ends with a series of powerful names of “Lady Hekate-Artemis” (39-54): Διαμών Διαμυσάνας, Διαμίπη, Διαμυσάνα, Διαμολυθής, Διαμολυθής, Διαμολυθής, Διαμολυθής, Διαμολυθής, and Διαμολυθής. The string ends with: [Νειχαρ]οπληξ ἐντονὸν σου [τὸν] τοῦτον ἀπὸ τὴν καρδίαν Ματρώνας (”[Nei]char]oplêx, aim your bow against the heart of Matrona”). See also a hymn to the goddess, where Kronos himself, in order that all the things in the cosmos remain steadfast, is said to have inscribed the scepter of Hekate with the following
Expulsive rituals

Let us return, then, to a problem raised earlier: why does the author of the Anapae poem refer to his charm or recipe with the rubric “For the sendings-away of (hostile) charms” instead of the more common “For the loosening of (hostile) charms”? How will this heal the head of the sufferer? And how can the Damnanneneus triangle accomplish either? There seems, in fact, to be slippage here between the head-diseases to be cured, the magical actions (the hostile spells that must be escorted away) and the agent of these spells (the demonic γητες who must likewise be sent away). We see the same slippage in a long silver amulet from Beirut (4th CE), where an exorcism begins with a plea to protect the owner of the amulet “from all spells (ψάχμασα) and binding curses (καταδεσματα),” but ends with the command that “all you male demons (δαν(Byte)) and all you frightening binding spells (καταδεσματα) flee from Alexandra, whom Zoe bore (89-92) … so you do not bewitch (φαρακον) her (96-97).”39 Here the use of the verb “to flee” (ψειν) is appropriate to a demon, who is anthropomorphically or theriomorphically imagined, but not to the καταδεσματα. Note, too, that it is the male demons, like those Dactyls of the “left hand,” who are told to flee along with the hostile spells. A similar kind of confusion or ambiguity is revealed in the rubrics of an amulet used to protect a grove of trees in Sicily: it refers to itself as a “loosener and pursuer against every sorcery” (lines 15-18: ἁναλυτικην και ἀποδιωκτικην προς πασαν φαρακαν) and on the reverse “a phylacterion against all sorcery (προς πασαν φαρακαν).”40 This is an amulet that both unties curses (ψειειν), but also chases them away (ἀποδιωκειν)! Here, too, the first verb is appropriate for curses, but the second only for the agents of the curse.

The language of flight and pursuit, in fact, quite common on Greek amulets and from quite early on. A fourth-century BCE lead amulet from Crete, for example, commands: “Flee at once, flee, she-wolf, flee, dog, at once … Raving let them run, each to his own home.” The Augustan-era “Philinna Papyrus” assimilates “pain of the head” to wolf- and horse-demons and bids them to flee as well: “Flee pain of the head! [Lion] flees under a rock and wolves flee and single-hooved horses flee propelled by the blows of my perfect charm!”41 Both charms,
moreover, command the theriomorphic demon to go back “each to his own home” or “under a rock,” that is, to the wild and uninhabited places where demons should be living. I have argued elsewhere that these formulae were originally orally performed and accompanied by some expulsive ritual or gesture, as we can see in a fragment of Aristotle, who describes a scapegoat ritual in which the plague is commanded to flee to some crows as they themselves are flying away. In the Roman period we find a pursuer added to the flee-formula as an additional threat. The earliest is in a cure for impetigo preserved in transliterated Greek by Pliny, in which the disease is (in this case) assimilated to beetles and told: “Flee (φεύγεται) beetles, a fierce wolf pursues (διώκει) you!” In two cases the flee-formula is accompanied by an image. On a gemstone depicting Perseus holding the head of Medusa, for example, one reads: “Flee gout, Perseus (διώκει) pursues you!” and on another with Herakles strangling the Nemean Lion we find: “Withdraw (ἀναχρεῖ) bile, the divinity (?) pursues (διώκει) you!” In all of these cases, then, the addressee of the command is either the disease itself (“gout” or “bile”) or an animal or theriomorphic demon that is assimilated to the illness, for example, the beetles in Pliny’s charm or the wild animals in the Philinni papyrus.

A similar scenario of pursuit and flight is implicit in a silver amulet for migraine:

For migraine headache:

Antaura came out of the sea. She shouted like a hind. She cried out like a cow. Artemis of Ephesus went to meet her (saying): “Antaura, where are you going?” “Into the half-part of the head (i.e. of the patient).” “No, do not go into the half part of the head!”

---

42 Aristotle, fr. 496 (ROSE): “Aristotle relates how when a plague gripped (Boeotia) and many crows came, the people hunted them down and after they had purified them with incantations (περικαθαροντας ἄποιδας) they released them alive and uttered a spell against (µπιλσγειν) the plague: φε†γ´κρακας (Flee to (the) crows! = Go away with the crows!).” For full discussion see FARAOImmediate (2004a), p. 219.

43 Pliny, Naturalis historia XXVII, 75, 100; for the best text, see EDMONDS (1959), p. 542-544 no. 38a: φεύγεται καθαρθεὶς λύχνος βίθους ἄποιδας διώκει. Other examples include (HEIM nos. 57 and 58): “Flee, flee, o bile of poison, the crested lark pursues you!” and “Flee, flee, a stronger one (i.e. a god) pursues you!”

44 HEIM, no. 59 and 60. I give the traditional translation here, but as PRENTICE (1906), p. 139 notes, the word θεῖον (if that is the right restoration) is oddly neuter here and might actually refer to “sulfur,” a material that was thought to make demons flee. Amulet cases have, in fact, been found filled with sulfur, see e.g. JOHNS, POTTER (1983), p. 99 no. 30 (a gold example from the “Thetford Treasure”), who cite another example in the British Museum. DUNBABIN, DICKIE (1983), p. 23 discuss hollow gold foil figures of Phthonos used as pendants and mention in passing one that contained sulfur (also in the British Museum).
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PAPYRUS VERSION:48
PAPYRUS VERSION:48
PAPYRUS VERSION:48

ἐν τοῖς παρθένοις καὶ ἐν τῷ κίονι καὶ ἐν τῷ φαράγγι τοῦ πόλου ποιώ, ἐὰν τις ἀνακάλυψιν ἵππου ἄλλην ἵππον ποιῇ, καὶ τὸν πετρόνα ἀνακάλυψιν ἵππον. Ἐξ ἐν τοῖς παρθένοις καὶ ἐν τῷ κίονι καὶ ἐν τῷ φαράγγι τοῦ πόλου ποιώ, ἐὰν τις ἀνακάλυψιν ἵππου ἄλλην ἵππον ποιῇ, καὶ τὸν πετρόνα ἀνακάλυψιν ἵππον. Ἐξ ἐν τοῖς παρθένοις καὶ ἐν τῷ κίονι καὶ ἐν τῷ φαράγγι τοῦ πόλου ποιώ, ἐὰν τις ἀνακάλυψιν ἵππου ἄλλην ἵππον ποιῇ, καὶ τὸν πετρόνα ἀνακάλυψιν ἵππον.
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In the tonsils and in the uvula and in the pharynx [I cause pain. If anyone] inscribes
on an ivy leaf Sogrookyl in a grape-cluster shape […] and ties it on, I also flee.
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MANUSCRIPT VERSION:49

46 The two other versions quoted in full by Kotansky end as follows: “Go off to Mt. Ararat … flee (ψεύστε), migraine … from the servant of the Lord” and “Depart (ἀναχώρησον) from the limbs and bones of God’s servant.”

47 What follows is an abridged and simplified version of FARAONE (2009), p. 159-165.

48 I follow the brilliant reconstruction and discussion of DANIEL (1983), who uses as his guide frag. c-d, lines 15-18. A papyrus version of the spell was part of a rotulus (a vertical scroll) that contained only chapter 18 of the Testament and apparently circulated independently as a magical handbook.

49 For this text, see MCCOWN (1922). The word ἀναχωρεῖς is in half-brackets because it only appears in Recension A. My translation follows JACKSON (1988), p. 55-56, who says of ἀναχωρεῖς: “although no such word is attested for any stage of the Greek language” ἀναχωρεῖς is somehow “meant to describe the process of ‘withdrawing’ one letter or syllable at a time from the magical word λυκοφίνους and in this manner sympathetically to effect the demon’s ‘withdrawal’ from his host.” MASTRORINQUIE (2008), p. 98-99 suggests less convincingly that the word is a mistake for
If anyone inscribes on ivy leaves Lycurgus in a grape-cluster shape receding (?), immediately I recede.

After the adverb βοτρυδέν (‘in grape cluster shape’) one of the manuscripts (P) adds an illustrative explanation:50
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In both versions of this recipe, then, the act of inscribing the disappearing name (“If you write …”) results in the flight of the demon, using the same vocabulary that we saw in the other expulsion rituals: “… then I flee (φεςγω)” and “immediately I withdraw (εθες ¤ναχωρες).” The disappearing names, then, on both the Anapa gem and in the Testament recipe are designed to force two demons to flee and both of them have names known from earlier Greek sources.

There seems, moreover, to be a consistent connection between illnesses of the head, demons and expulsion rites. The Augustan-era charm in the “Philinna Papyrus,” as we saw, is filed under the rubric “for headache” (πρ¥ςκεφαλαργαν) and it begins with an imperative – “Flee, pain of the head!” – and then quickly assimilates this headache to wolf- and horse-demons, who flee under the blows of the speaker’s incantation. The Antaura amulet, inscribed about a century later, has the rubric “for migraine” and likewise imagines a cure that is quite like an expulsive ritual: the demon who is about to enter the head of the patient is forced to flee instead to the head of a bull grazing far away on a mountain. The demoness Antaura is, moreover, assimilated to animals, when she is described as shouting “like a hind” and crying “like a cow.” Damnameneus and Lycurgus, on the other hand, seem to be imagined anthropomorphically: both have a former life in Greek myth, where they performed hostile acts, and in the Roman period both are thought to be the cause of specific human pathologies, the former for the head and the latter for the throat. Both, moreover, are escorted away or otherwise forced to flee by making their name vanish.

50 Another manuscript (Ν) has a version that is missing the first two iterations: ΚΟΥΡΓΟΣ, ΟΥΡΓΟΣ, ΥΡΓΟΣ, ΡΓΟΣ, ΓΟΣ, ΟΣ, Σ.
The reverse side of the gem

The reverse side of the gemstone begins with three lines of deferential prayer: “Lord I beg of you: grant knowledge, healing and health concerning the head.” The second half of line 3 and then the remaining nine lines divide down the middle, with a different part of the head named in the genitive case on the left side and then magical symbols or magical names on the right (in the final line the word στόματος apparently lacks its corresponding symbols or word):

15 ἐνοεψάλ[ου] [5 MAGICAL SYMBOLS]
έτων [6 MAGICAL SYMBOLS]
μήνιννος [4 MAGICAL SYMBOLS]
σταφύλη[ς] [3 MAGICAL SYMBOLS] προμήρια
τραχήλιου λαχμαλη
20 μετώπου λαχριμασα
μυκτήρος κηρεα
πολύστου σαηηι
θούντων [MAGICAL SYMBOL]
στόματος

This part of the inscription seems to be some sort of key or code-book, that tells us which magical name or symbol we must use to cure a pain or problem in the corresponding body part. Thus, for example, if we have a patient with a sore throat, we run our finger down the left side until we reach “throat” and then we discover that the appropriate magical word is “Lachmalēl.”

The magical symbols and names that appear in the right column are, unfortunately, all unknown in other extant magical texts, although there are a few near parallels.51 The order in which these ten parts of the head are listed, however, is a bit odd, and therefore significant:

---

51 The word λαχμαλη (20: for the throat) sounds like some kind of angel name or Hebraized word, for which there are a few parallels, for instance, the word λαχμαλαλοπα inscribed twice within a tabula ansata in the field of picture of a lion-headed man gazing back at a decapitated head that he holds in his right hand (D&D 308). See also Sijpesteijn (1975), p. 272 no. 3, for a black obsidian gemstone inscribed with λαχμαλη[ ] and Testament of Solomon, 8.5 for the protective angel “Lamechial.” The magical word λαροια (21: for the forehead), is as far as I know, completely unparalleled and the only magical word similar to κηρεα (22: for the nostril) is κηριδευ, which appears as part of a ἀθενοί on gemstones: σηεα κανευ κανευ κενευ κηριδευ δαρυνγολυκυνξ (see DMG p. 520 s.v.). The final magical word (23: for a polyp in the nostril) is κηρεη. One possible parallel is a portion of the famous 100-lettered ἀθενοί-logos: σηεη.
The list is apparently composed of two parallel sequences of five items, each beginning at a position on the upper part of the head (nos. 1 and 6) and then moving downwards to include two pairs of body parts. Note also that the author of this text repeatedly pairs an orifice (ear, throat, nose, and mouth) with one of its internal parts (eardrum, “grape-cluster,” “octopus” and teeth), and that two of these smaller internal parts have metaphorical names that refer solely to pathological conditions. The word “grape cluster” (σταφυλι) in no. 4 refers to the uvula, which when it is swollen from infection during a sore throat resembles a tiny purple grape-cluster at the back of the throat. Likewise, the word “octopus” (πολςπος) in no. 8 describes a malignant growth in the nostril.

We sometimes get similar lists of body parts on curse tablets, which specify – often in great detail – the extent of the binding or paralysis intended for the victim. None of the extant examples, however, seem to follow the pattern found on this gemstone. Of those thoroughly surveyed by Versnel, only three even come close, but their differences are as telling as the similarities. A first-century BCE Latin curse, for example, lists the “neck, mouth, cheek, teeth, lips, chin, eyes, forehead and eyebrows”54 and another the “head, forehead, eyebrows, eyelids, pupils, nostrils, lips, ears, nose, tongue and teeth.” An earlier, second-century BCE, Greek curse likewise has an eclectic list: “hair, face, forehead, eyebrows, eyes, eyelids, nostrils, mouth, teeth, ears, throat and shoulders.” None of these three examples, however, offer a good parallel for the Russian amulet and the prominence of the eyes or parts of the eyes on all three highlights the fact that our gemstone neglects the eyes entirely.

There is, however, a list with fairly close parallels in the Hippocratic treatise De affectionibus, which offers an eclectic survey of the parts of the human body and suggestions about what to do if the patient feels pain in a particular part55

---

52 Much of the discussion that follows previously appeared in Faraone (forthcoming 2), where I argue that this gem and a series of wandering-womb amulets show how doctors and sorcerers shared many common ideas and techniques in the Roman period.


54 DT 135a.

or if that part swells up. It functions, in short, just like the Russian gemstone, except that it offers brief medical explanations and advice for treatment (both based on Hippocratic humoral theory), instead of magical symbols or names. The treatise begins with a chapter on the head (2-5), which is divided into seven sections, each devoted to a different part of the head or face. Each section begins with a somewhat formulaic conditional sentence, for example: “If pains fall upon part X, it is beneficial to do Y.” The chapter is organized as follows (I give the protasis of the first sentence of each section in the chapter):56

(If pains befall the head…)
(If pain befalls the ears…)
(If the area along the throat swells up…)
(If the gums or any of the places beneath the tongue swell up…)
(If the inflamed uvula hangs down and chokes [i.e. the patient]…)
(However many pains there are around the teeth…)
(If a polyp forms in the nose…)

These are the diseases that arise from the head, except those of the eyes, which will be described separately.

The parallels between the Hippocratic list and the magical one are significant. Both, for example, generally focus on the parts of the head that may be subjected to a pathology, but both break this pattern by listing the same two terms for pathological growths in the throat and nose: the “grape-cluster” and the “octopus.” Both lists, moreover, seem interested in healing the same areas and start out, at least, in a similar order:

**Gemstone:**
1: brain  
2: ears and eardrum  
3: “grape-cluster” and throat  
4: forehead  
5: nostril and “octopus”  
6: teeth and mouth

**De affectionibus, 2-5:**
1: head  
2: ears  
3: throat  
4: gums and tongue  
5: “grape-cluster”  
6: teeth  
7: “octopus in the nose”

---

56 Many thanks to Lesley Dean-Jones for bringing this text to my attention.
The list on the gemstone, as we saw, makes one trip down the sides of the head, and then returns to the top again (forehead) for a second descent down the middle of the face ending with the mouth. The list in *De affectionibus* 2-5, on the other hand, makes an identical first trip down the sides of the head, but then reverses direction and goes up the middle of the face and stops at the nose. Both, moreover, ignore the eyes entirely, a lapse that makes sense once we read the final line of the chapter on the head in the *De affectionibus*, which explains that the diseases of the eyes will be treated separately.57

**Amulet or miniature handbook?**

Finally, how can we connect the complicated list on the “medical” side of this amulet with its “ritual” side? At first glance there does not seem to be any connection at all. But here the parallel text from the Cairo Genizah (discussed earlier) is quite helpful, because in the Aramaic recipe an amulet inscribed with the disappearing name of Damnameneus also contains a prayer to some magical symbols “to heal the head” of the patient. It is probably not, therefore, a coincidence that the prayer on the reverse of the Anapa gem is also concerned with the head, and that the list of the body parts is limited to places on the head and face. The implication here is, of course, that diseases of the head are caused by Damnameneus, who has presumably been sent as an agent by the curses (μαγικά) of others. This is, I suggest, the only way we can connect the healing prayer on the reverse of the Anapa gem with the rubric on the front, which states that the gemstone is designed “for the sendings-away of (hostile) incantations.” We should also ask, finally, to what genre of magical text does the Anapa gem belong? It begins and ends as if it were a handbook recipe: it starts with a rather elaborate rubric and closes with a coded list specifying body parts and pathologies to be healed. But if the author of the list on the reverse of the Anapa gemstone intended for it to be a miniature handbook, why did he reduce it to such a small size? And why did he inscribe it on a gem? I think that both questions have the same answer.

As was mentioned earlier, it is usually the case that, when handbook rubrics and short instructions show up on a gemstone or a silver amulet, we assume that they are inscribed by mistake,58 but it is surely not the case that a scribe accidentally copied nearly the whole reverse side of the Anapa gem from a handbook. What is more, to judge from other handbook recipes for amulets, the text on the gemstone strategically leaves out some important information. It does not tell us, for instance, how to use the symbols and names that appear on the list. Since the symbols, at least, are unpronounceable, we must assume that

---

57 I am grateful to Ann Hanson for the reference to this text. For a more thorough discussion of the medical parallels and more examples, see FARAOE (forthcoming 2).

58 See note 10 above.
they were not spoken aloud, but rather that all were to be inscribed on some medium, and indeed Greek magical handbooks almost always specify the kind of medium – a specific type of gem, leaf, or metal tablet – on which the name or charm should be inscribed. I suggest that the author of the Anapa stone left this information out, because he has, in fact, signaled to us precisely what the medium is and precisely how it is to be inscribed: in each case we are to take an agate gemstone (i.e. the medium of the Anapa stone itself) inscribe the obverse with the solar name *Phramphereinelane* followed by the Dammameneus triangle, and then inscribe the reverse with the prayer for healing. This is the all-purpose head cure. The only part of the recipe that will vary is the special set of symbols or the special magical word – e.g. for the ears or the throat or the nostrils – that will be added on the reverse of the gem to cure a specific ailment of the head. The Anapa gem is, in short, both a handbook and a model for a series of agate amulets for healing various parts of the head.\(^59\)

We find similar patterns in some of the omnibus-recipes in the later papyrus handbooks. Such recipes often prescribe a primary object or text, which can then be slightly augmented or altered for different purposes. The recipe entitled “Divine Assistance from Three Homeric Verses” is a good example of the type: it starts off by directing us to inscribe three hexameters onto a tablet of iron, to speak a formula over the tablet and then to consecrate it with a special ritual. This inscribed and consecrated tablet then becomes the core of a series of different magical spells that I summarize here, highlighting the appearance of the iron tablet in each variation:

For an oracle: place *under the iron tablet* a laurel leaf inscribed with a spell: “ABRAA, you are the one who reveals all things MARIAPHRAIX!”

For wrecking chariots: burn garlic and snakeskin and inscribe a different spell on a tin tablet that is buried in a grave for three days *alongside the iron tablet*.\(^60\) The spell: “NEBOUTOSOUALETH BEU ERBETH PAKERBETH and ONIOUTH overturn, so-and-so and his companions!”

For spells that restrain: inscribe a different spell on a seashell that is buried in a grave of an untimely dead person, but *carry the iron tablet with you*. The spell: “IÔ BOLCHOSETH IAKOUBIAI PATATHNAX ERBETH IÔ PAKERBETH.”

For charm- and love-spells: inscribe a different spell on a gold tablet that has been placed *under the iron tablet* for three days, then carry it (the gold tablet). The spell: “MYRI MYRI NES MACHESNÔN.”

---

\(^59\) There are many examples of magical recipe-books that include a drawing as a model for an amulet or curse, but I know of only one other example of a three-dimensional model of this sort: a bronze model found in the goldsmith's shop in Alexandria, Egypt, that was apparently used to make hollow gold foil *phthonos* amulets; see DUNBABIN, DICKIE (1983), p. 23.

\(^60\) The instructions here are a bit confused. Judging from the other sections, in this section the sorcerer is probably supposed to carry both the iron tablet and/or the other inscribed item (e.g. the tin tablet).
For fetching spells: burn roses and sumac, then write a different spell on myrtle leaves and put them under the tablet. The spell: “STENERIÔ ARRÔRIPHARSISS YYYY I I I I, fetch her, so-and-so, for him, so-and-so!” Wear it on a woolen cord.

The shared item in all of these different recipes is the iron tablet inscribed with the three Homeric verses that in every variation is worn or carried about, or used to consecrate other inscribed objects by its touch. Note also that the iron tablet, although magically potent, is never used to perform a specific spell by itself: it needs to be enhanced by some other object and incantation that directs or focuses its power toward a specific goal. These five additional and interchangeable objects – tin or gold tablets, leaves of myrrh or laurel, or a seashell – are in each case inscribed with a different, specialized incantation that is concerned with the specific goal mentioned in the rubric, for example “oracles” or “wrecking chariots.” In some cases we can easily understand the logic of the variations, for example, inscribing the “name that reveals all things” on the leaf of Apollo’s favorite tree (laurel) for an oracular spell.

I suspect that a similar concept lies behind the text inscribed on the Anapa gem, although this is not made explicit: every amulet produced by this recipe will share a number of fixed features: the stone must be an agate and it must have the solar name Phramphereinikelame followed by the Damnameneus triangle on the obverse and the prayer for healing on the reverse: these four features comprise, I suggest, the core of the spell that never changes, like the iron tablet with the three Homeric verses. The scribe must, however, fine-tune this basic head amulet for more specific complaints by adding to the back of the new amulet one of the magical words or symbols that appear in the list on the back of the Anapa-gem. Thus if someone came to the magician-scribe complaining of a swollen polyp in the nose, the scribe would select a blank gemstone of the same material as his model (agate) and engrave the solar name and the disappearing Damnameneus on the obverse and the prayer on the top of the reverse. Then he would consult the Anapa sphere by running his finger down along the left side of the list until he comes to “octopus,” and thereby finds the matching magical name or symbols that would direct the power of the amulet to the specific job at hand – in this case the magical word saêêi. He would then presumably inscribe this word on the back of the amulet.61 If he were a clever scribe, moreover, he would avoid copying the rubric onto the front of the stone and the word “octopus” on the reverse.

Let me close by saying that the Anapa gemstone seems to illustrate nicely some of the processes that occur when – in the frenzied epigraphic habit of the

---

61 One might argue that the short prayer at the start of the reverse (“I beg you lord…) might also have been inscribed on back of the individual amulets, but this seems unlikely. Rather, it seems to be a prayer that was spoken aloud by sorcerer over the stone, especially since it asks the god for learning, something that in this context is more suitable for the healer than the patient.
Roman period – amulets become repositories of miniaturized rituals and handbooks. We have indeed seen three different strategies for reducing elaborate expulsion rituals so they can fit on a small pendant. The first and simplest preserves only the flee-formula shouted at the disease by the sorcerer, for example: “Flee gout! For Perseus pursues you!” The second records a dramatic dialogue between Antaura and Artemis of Ephesus, the latter of whom eventually sends this headache demon away to the wild regions of the mountain. This amulet seems to contain what we might call a libretto for a ritual drama, which includes at the very end the standard flee-formula. In the third case, the ivy-leaf amulet for parts of the throat and the Anapa gemstone for parts of the head encapsulate expulsion rituals most concisely and abstractly by equating continued rituals of expulsion (the ἄποπομπα in the Anapa rubric) to the vanishing names of Lycurgus and Damnameneus.

The anatomical codebook on the reverse of the gem displays a different kind of miniaturization, whereby the author strips the typical omnibus recipe down to its bare essentials, focusing narrowly on a list of body parts and a parallel list of curative names or symbols. Here the medium of the gem itself and the distribution of text on its surface serve as silent models for the replication of agate gemstones that likewise display the disappearing demon-name Damnameneus on one side, but a different individualized word or sign on the reverse, depending on the precise part of the head. I suspect, moreover, that the absence of the eyes on this gem is significant and suggests that the author of this miniature handbook may have also created others like it, presumably on different types of gems for other areas of the body. We know, for example, that green jasper was a frequent medium for amulets used for problems in the oesophagus and stomach,62 so perhaps there lies buried in the ruins of ancient Gorgippia a small sphere of green jasper of the same diameter inscribed with similarly condensed instructions for healing the various parts of the upper digestive system, and indeed possibly a whole set of miniature handbook gems, enough to account for the entire human body and all of its manifold diseases.
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### Abbreviations for Corpora of Magical Texts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMA</td>
<td>R. Kotansky, <em>Greek Magical Amulets</em>, vol. 1, Opladen, 1994 (Papyrologica Colonienis, 22.1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTA</td>
<td>R. Wünsch, <em>Deficionium Tabellae Atticae</em>, 1897 (IG III 3).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIMC</td>
<td>Lection Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae, Zürich/München.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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